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PRODUCTS

1 Erno Laszlo
 Sea Mud Deep Cleansing Bar
 There’s good reason for the rave reviews:   
 This bar’s mix of Dead Sea mud and   
 charcoal powder leaves skin squeaky clean. 
 5.3 oz | $45 | ernolaszlo.com

2 Binchotan  
 Charcoal Body Scrub Towel
 A non-abrasive towel made of polyester fiber  
 woven together with soft cotton material and  
 laced with Binchotan charcoal powder.
 $18 | rikumo.com

3 Boscia 
 Detoxifying Black Cleanser
 This cleanser is warm to the touch thanks to  
 Vitamin P, an active component in citrus peel!  
 It also contains exfoliating glycolic acid and  
 activated charcoal, which absorbs impurities  
 and excess oils. 
 5 fl oz | $28 | sephora.com

4 Dew Puff 
 Bamboo Charcoal Konjac Sponge
 The teardrop shape makes the Dew Puff  
 plant-based sponge easy to use on delicate skin.
 $7 | dewpuff.com

5 Detox Pearl+ 
 Luxury soap
 These crushed pearl- and charcoal powder- 
 infused cubes are handcrafted in small  
 batches by Portland-based Studio J. Lucky  
 guests of the Ace Hotel downtown Los Angeles  
 will find the soap-on-a-rope hanging from  
 their vanities. 
 $6 for a small bar | pearlplus.net

6 LING Skincare  
 Black Charcoal Hand Crafted  
 Rice Soap from the SOL Organic  
 Body Collection
 The blend of charcoal powder and ylang ylang  
 oil makes lathering up a joy in the morning.
 $15 | lingskincare.com

7 Lotus Moon  
 VITAL Conditioner
 Colored blue from activated charcoal,  
 this low ph conditioner helps restore hair  
 elasticity and enhances shine.
 8 oz | $27.95 | smbessentials.com

8 GlamGlow 
 SuperMud Clearing Treatment
 Effective as a mask or spot treatment for  
 its mix of Activated-X Charcoal,   
 peppermint, marigold, cucumber, ivy, and  
 eucalyptus leaf pieces.
 1.2 oz | $52.50 | FragranceNet.com
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The East has celebrated 
charcoal's cleansing 
properties for centuries. 
This selection of charcoal-
infused products 
purports detoxifying and 
purifying benefits that 
brighten and heal from 
top to toe.
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